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Vision Zero Action Plan
DRAFT OUTLINE
An action‐based plan
This is an action‐based implementation strategy, not a long term plan

Safe City, Safe Streets (Why)
One death on our city streets is too many.
Portland takes the issue seriously
Portland has long pushed for people‐focused
transportation system; Vision Zero continues that
push

Causes of Fatal and Serious Injury
Crashes in Portland (What)
Behavior
Impairment
Speeding

Vision Statement
Working together, we will take equitable
and data‐driven actions that will eliminate
serious injuries and deaths for all who
share Portland streets by 2025.

Guiding Principles
[Note that these are abbreviated; identify
where complete principles are located in
the text]
The plan will be equitable.
Actions in the plan will be data‐driven to
address the factors that lead to serious
injury and death on Portland roadways.
The plan will be accountable, setting out
clear objectives and measure performance
against them.

Dangerous behaviors (includes distracted driving,
aggressive driving, and failure to yield)

Making all roads safer
Data shows a distinct set of roadway characteristics that result fatal and serious
injury crashes: 4‐ and 5‐lanes, higher speed, wider streets
Vision Zero will target investment in these areas – but policies will improve
safety for vulnerable road users throughout the city

Locations of Fatal and Serious Injury Crashes in
Portland (Where)
High Crash Network built with ten years of crash data
Equity implications

Data driven analysis
Crash analysis
Equity data: Communities of Concern from TriMet's Equity Index
Other sources and take‐aways: Trauma data, Fire & Rescue response data,
OLCC

Taking Action (How)
Actions to address impairment
Actions to address speeding
Actions to address dangerous behaviors
Actions to design a safe transportation system for everyone: addressing
dangerous roadways throughout the City

Partnerships (Who)
[This section includes a list of partners, partner aspirations, and partner
commitments.]

Engaging Portlanders
Education and outreach actions we plan to do, as well as outreach that helped
inform development of the plan

Staying accountable
Ongoing partnerships, coordination, and progress reporting

Measuring progress
Next steps, timeline, implementation
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